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INTRODUCTION
Purpose

This deliverable analyses the state of the art of the different laboratory architectures for testing
ETCS components from the generic to the specific application. It also focuses on the special needs
stemming from the new European situation, where the corridors deployment is currently ongoing.
Actually, the publication last year of a new Interoperability Directive [1], introducing also new
Technical Specification for Interoperability, bring into the railways sector some new interesting
requirements.
In this regard, it is important to notice the strong support provided by the last Technical
Specification of Interoperability for Control, Command and Signalling Subsystem [2] to the
harmonization in testing as a key issue to ensure the freedom of movements within the European
rail network.
For example, in the following points at the introduction of the CCS TSI [2], it is mentioned that:
(7) In order to make testing principles more transparent and prepare the grounds for further
harmonisation, it is necessary to lay down a requirement to publish engineering rules and
the operational test scenarios.
(8) Since the implementation of provisions in point 6.1.2.3 of the Annex related to the transparent
management of information on verification of trackside ETCS and GSM-R requires effective
cooperation of Infrastructure Managers, the Agency should establish suitable collaboration
measures to collect information and define common templates to facilitate informationsharing, addressing issues of confidentiality and intellectual property rights.
(9) Even a successful certification process cannot always exclude that, when an on-board CCS
subsystem interacts with a trackside CCS subsystem, one of the subsystems repeatedly fails to
function or perform as intended under certain conditions. This may be due to deficiencies in the
specifications, different interpretations, design errors or equipment being installed incorrectly. A
more coordinated way to perform compatibility tests should be introduced in order to help
operators to take appropriate decisions.
where the most interesting sentences are marked in bold. Moreover, reading through the articles of
the regulation, we also find:
Article 5
Notification of information on verification of trackside ETCS and GSM-R
In accordance with point 6.1.2.3 of the Annex, Member States shall ensure that, when the
process of EC verification of a trackside control-command and signalling subsystem is
initiated, the engineering rules and the preliminary operational test scenarios related to the
interactions of its ETCS and GSM-R parts with the corresponding parts of an on-board
control-command and signalling subsystem are made available to the European Railway
Agency as soon as possible. The European Railway Agency shall be informed of any changes to
operational tests scenarios used during the EC verification.
Finally, in section 6.2.5, in Annex A of [2], it is introduced the notion of additional tests (versus
mandatory in 6.2.4.1) for the ETCS on-board system:
6.2.5. Additional tests
To increase confidence that the On-board ETCS Interoperability Constituent will operate correctly
when installed in On-board Control-command and Signalling Subsystems running on different
Trackside Control- command and Signalling applications, it is recommended that it is tested using
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relevant scenarios from the ones published by the Agency; see point 6.1.2 (Principles for testing
ETCS and GSM-R). The tests can be performed using real equipment or a simulated Trackside
Control-command and Signalling Subsystem.
These tests are not mandatory for the certification of the On-board ETCS Interoperability
Constituent. The applicant for certification of the Interoperability Constituent may decide to perform
them and have them assessed by a Notified Body; the corresponding documentation shall provide
information about the operational test scenarios against which the Interoperability Constituent has
been checked and whether tests have been carried out with simulators or using real equipment,
including type and version of such equipment.
Performing these tests at the level of Interoperability Constituent may also reduce the amount of
checks at the level of Control-command and Signalling Subsystem (see Table 6.2, last row, and
point 6.5).
Note: while it is not mandatory to perform tests using different operational scenarios, it must be
noted that these tests may assist the verification of the Interoperability Constituent to eliminate as
much as possible systematic failures, which is mandatory to obtain an EC certificate of conformity.
All the references presented in this introduction are simply the way to reflect the importance given
by the law to test together the trackside and on-board control, command and signaling subsystem,
comprising both ETCS and GSM-R. The importance of performing this kind of tests in a laboratory
is out of discussion.
Therefore, the lab architecture should be a common framework where every partner involved in the
ERTMS deployment could find a place fitting their particular purposes. These partners are not only
the industry or the railways undertakings and infrastructure managers, but also the National or
European Safety Authorities and some additional stakeholders like Notified/Designated Bodies,
Independent Safety Assessors or Independent Laboratories.
This state of the art aims to cover the first step and foundation of the VITE project in order to
achieve specific objective for WP3 which is to define a lab architecture that will support the shift of
testing from site to lab optimizing the test case coverage model and exchange of information.
For that, this state of the art report collects the information to answer to the following questions:


How can the trackside signaling information be shared?



How can the trackside and the onboard components interact in a simulated environment?



How can the trackside and the onboard components be connected to a harmonized test
environment?



How can the GSM-R communication channel perturbations be introduced in a simulated
environment?

For each question a specific section is dedicated.

1.2

Intended audience / Classification

This document is public.

1.3

Associated documentation

[1] DIRECTIVE (EU) 2016/797 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of
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11 May 2016 on the interoperability of the rail system within the European Union.
[2] COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) 2016/919 of 27 May 2016 on the technical specification for
interoperability relating to the ‘control-command and signalling’ subsystems of the rail system
in the European Union.
[3] Railway line capacity consumption of different railway signalling systems under scheduled and
disturbed conditions. Goverde R.M.P., Francesco Corman F., D'Ariano A. 3, August de
2013, Journal of Rail Transport Planning & Management, Vol. 3, págs. 78-94. ISSN 22109076, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jrtpm.2013.12.001.
[4] UIC. RailTopoModel - Railway infrastructure topological model. 18/04/2016. UIC International
Railway Standard. IRS 30100.
[5] Formalizing a subset of ERTMS/ETCS specifications for verification purposes. M., Ghazel. 42,
s.l. : Elsevier, 2014, Transportation Research Part C: emerging technologies, págs. 60-75.
[6] Datenmodellanalyse zum Austausch von Projektierungsdaten für Stellwerkssysteme in INESS
(Analysis of data models for the exchange of project data for interlocking systems in INESS).
Linder C., Grimm M. 104, 2012, Signal und Draht, págs. 9-16.
[7] Efficient formalization of railway interlocking data in RailML. Bosschaart M., Quaglietta E.,
Janssen B., Goverde R.M.P. 49, s.l. : Elsevier, 2015, Information Systems, págs. 126-141.
[8] www.railml.org.
[9] Towards a Universal Topology Model for Railways and Data Exchange Format for
Infrastructure. Paris : s.n., 2015. 4th UIC RailTopoModel and railML Conference.
[10] UNISIG. UNISIG Basics for Interoperability Test Scenario Specifications. 2016. UNISIG
Subset-112 version 3.6.0.
[11] Capacity for Rail. Data Notation and Modelling. 10/03/2016. Collaborative project SCP3-GA2013-60560 Increased Capacity 4 Rail networks through enhanced infrastructure and
optimised operations FP7-SST-2013-RTD-1.
[12] http://www.sefev.eu/SEFEV_files/SEFEV_Leaflet.pdf.
[13] UNISIG. UNISIG Interoperability Test - Guidelines. 2016. UNISIG Subset-110 version 3.6.0.
[14] —. Interoperability Test Environment Definition (FFFIS for TCL-OBU Adaptor). 2016. UNISIG
Subset-111-2 version 3.6.0.
[15] ECC Report 96 - Compatibility between UMTS 900/1800 and systems operating in adjacent
bands. March 2007.
[16] ECC Report 146 - Compatibility between gsm mcbts and other services (trr, rsbn/prmg, hcsdma, gsm-r, dme, mids, dect) operating in the 900 and 1800 mhz frequency bands. June
2010.
[17] Compatibility between LTE and WiMAX operating within the bands 880/915 MHz / 925-960
MHz and 1710-1785 MHz / 1805-1880 MHz (900/1800 MHz bands) and systems operating in
adjacent bands. 12 November 2010. CEPT Report 41 - Report from CEPT to the European
Commission in response to Task 2 of the Mandate to CEPT on the 900/1800 MHz bands.
[18] ECC Report 162 - Practical mechanism to improve the compatibility between gsm-r and public
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mobile networks and guidance on practical coordination. May 2011.
[19] ECC Report 229 - Guidance for improving coexistance between GSM-R and MFCN in the 900
MHz band. May 2015.
[20] UIC O-8736 rev. 2.0 - Assesment report on GSM-R current and future radio environment. July
2014.
[21] QoS on GSM-R networks for ETCS Level 2 operation. Markus Myslivec, Christian
Sagmeister. 9, 2013, Signal und Draht.

1.4

Abbreviations and Acronyms

CA

Consortium Agreement

EC

European Commission

ERTMS

European Rail Traffic Management System

ETCS

European Train Control System

GA

Grant Agreement

HTTP

HyperText Transfer Protocol

IOP

InterOPerability subsets

OBU

On Board Unit

PC

Project Coordinator

RBC

Radio Block Center

RPC

Remote procedure call

S2RJU

Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking

SS

SubSet

TCL

Test Control and Logging

TCP/IP

Transfer Control Protocol/Internet Protocol

VITE

Virtualisation of the Test Environment

WP

Work Package

WPL

Work Package Leader

XML

eXtensible Markup Language

XML-RPC

Remote procedure call based on XML format
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PROJECT SIGNALLING DATA FORMAT

2.1

Introduction

The safe and effective running of trains requires the exchange of large quantities of data between
the different devices making up the Control-Command and Signalling (CCS) system. In particular,
the on-board and trackside units exchange the necessary information to keep trains running with
distances between them that are safe but not so large as to lead to insufficient capacity [3]. Within
the ERTMS system, both ETCS and GSM-R are continuously interested by large flows of data.
The VITE project therefore necessarily addresses this data exchange process. In fact, an important
part of on-site tests for ERTMS, which is the target problem for VITE, is verifying that the
necessary data are exchanged correctly.
The specifications for the data are given in the CCS TSI [2], which in turn points to subsets of
specifications. Other data specifications are in [4]. They are formulated in text form, and the
different equipment manufacturers have to comply. Ideally, this should make all on-board and
trackside components compatible. This has not always been the case. One of the underlying
problems that is indicated in the literature is data format (see [5], addressing specifically the
standardised representation of an ERTMS specification subset, [6] and [7] addressing the closelyrelated topic of interlocking systems). The lack of a machine-readable and standardised format has
often led to misinterpretation and conversion issues [7], which in turn has generated undesirable
extra costs. This has led researchers and designers to seek and use widely available data formats,
thus avoiding potential ambiguity right from the start and enabling consistency checks. For
example, in the EU FP7 research project INESS, ending 2012, and described in [6], there is an
assessment of six different data formats with a final selection of a data format for the project.
INESS addressed next-generation interlocking systems, for which one of the main requirements is
compatibility with ERTMS.
With regard to ERTMS, the aim of VITE's WP3 is to define a laboratory architecture that can
support the replacement of parts of the required on-site tests with lab tests. Similarly to what is
done in other projects addressing signalling systems, it is important for VITE to use a widely
recognised format. In the following pages a background is given on the different possible formats
used in the railway domain. Subsequently, the formats are assessed and the choices made in the
VITE project justified.

2.2

Background

The INESS FP7project, addressing interlocking systems, constitutes useful background for VITE. It
addresses a similar topic and a number of data formats were assessed, namely [6]:







RailML
EuroIXL
Stamp
DB-Model
PoE Siemens
UNISIG Subset 112.

Of interest to VITE is also UIC's RailTopoModel, developed within the ERIM project [4], which aims
at becoming a universal topology model and data exchange format.
Of these, a preliminary screening, based on the findings of INESS, has suggested a focus on the
following three: RailML, UNISIG 112 and RailTopoModel, which are briefly described in the
following text.
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RailML

The Railway Markup Language RailML is an open-source XML-based (eXtensible Markup
Language) description language. It was initiated in 2002 by a group of railway stakeholders with
the aim to standardise data exchange between different railway systems [8].
Programs using the RailML language create export files based on the RailML structure. These files
can then be used directly by other RailML compatible programs. Also databases can be written in
RailML.
The data in XML files are organised into elements and attributes. A RailML element starts with a
tag “< railml >”, and ends with a tag “</railml>”. An element can have attributes, so as to describe it
more in detail, and may contain additional elements.
Larger structures containing many elements, called schemas, have been create for four areas:
timetable, rolling stock, infrastructure, interlocking, thus facilitating and standardising the creation
of RailML files for each area.
For example, a RailML file that describes the infrastructure contains all the information about the
tracks such as: their length, gradient, speed limit, radius, position of switches, signals, track
vacancy detectors, platforms, etc.
RailML offers great flexibility, for example allowing any interested party to develop new specific
schemas for their applications and interacting with the RailML organisation so that the schema can
eventually become standard.
It has proven to satisfy the requirements of the INESS project [6], requirements that came from
selected ETCS specifications with pointwise completion by experts. In that project the budget
allowed for the use of a structured scientific methodology to rank the different data formats. The
INESS requirements for the data (structure of the language, general requirements, field elements,
ERTMS/ETCS, track layout) are quite relevant for the VITE project also. In particular, RailML
ranked close 2nd overall and 1st for ERTMS/ETCS, which is the most relevant criterion for VITE.
Its documentation is in English (there is a specific "wiki" linked to the website). It has a transparent
maintenance and development process. It is easily publically available, and its development is a
public process.
Its success is testified by the interest of UIC and ERAEUAR.
The former's RailTopoModel explicitly refers to RailML as its data format [9].
The ERAEUAR has supported its use for the Railway Infrastructure Registers required by the
Interoperability Directive (railML4RINF project, [9]).
At the moment there is no specific schema for the application of VITE. However VITE's domain is
strongly linked with the infrastructure and interlocking schemas that have been already developed.
The success of RailML is testified by its increasing use, in Europe and beyond, by railway industry
and academia ( [6], [7] and [9]).
2.2.2

UNISIG Subset 112

The document Subset-112 “UNISIG Basics for Interoperability Test Scenario Specifications” [10] is
part of the set of documents created by the IOP UNISIG Working Group, intended to specify a
generalised framework for Interoperability Tests of ERTMS/ETCS rail signalling systems. Its last
version is 3.6.0, valid for ETCS Baseline 3 (compatible with both S.R.S. 3.4.0 and S.R.S. 3.6.0)
This document includes in section 6 a complete description of the trackside data intended to be
exchanged among the partners participating in the IOP tests.
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Although in 6.1.1.4 [10] it is said that the common format is not yet developed, the information
included in this section, together with the XML schema provided in Annex C is enough to define a
basic XML skeleton to populate with the data described in the forthcoming paragraphs.
The trackside layout is split in four levels:
•

Topology: includes all elements necessary to draw a track representation;

•
Track Elements: physical elements which can be added on the representation of the way;
the positioning of all elements (physical or functional) makes reference to a segment and an offset
on this segment;
•

Routes: non-physical elements already represented by a predefined list;

•

Track Properties: a description and version information about the track.

The Topology section is composed of different pieces of track that are classified as: segments,
points and ends. These pieces are interconnected through a different element called connection.
In the Figure 1 a basic layout is represented.

Figure 1. Subset-112 Topology Elemets
The Track Elements included in Subset-112 are shown in the Table 1.

Attribute

Data Type

["signals"]

array of signal

["balises"]

array of balise

["euroloops"]
["rius"]
["trackOccupations"]
[“lineGaugeChanges”]
[“voltageChanges”]
[“axleLoadCatChanges”]

array of euroloop
array of riu
array of trackOccupation
array of lineGaugeChange
array of voltageChange
array of axleLoadCatChange

[“reversingAreas”]

array of reversingArea

[“shuntingAreas”]

array of shuntingArea

[“nationalValueChanges”]
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array of staticSpeedChange

[“gradientChanges”]

array of gradientChange

[“trackConditions”]

array of trackCondition

[“etcsAreas”]

array of etcsArea

[“ntcDevices”]

array of ntcDevice

[“ntcLoops”]

array of ntcLoop

[“levelCrossings”]

array of levelCrossing

[“stationPlatforms”]

array of stationPlatform

[“currentChanges”]

array of currentChange

Table 1. Subset 112 Track Elements
Within these two levels, all the relevant trackside information is included. The next subgroup, the
Routes, establishes the relationship between the different paths along the track layout and the
specific status of the critical signalling elements, mainly the signals, and the ETCS telegrams.
Finally, the Track Properties subgroup deals with high level information, as can be seen in Table 2.

Attribute

Data Type

Comment

["administration"]

string

infrastructure owner

[“trackName”]

string

unique name of track (engineering)

[“trackVersion”]

string

version of track (engineering)

[“date”]

string

date of site data

[“RBCsupplier”]

string

RBC supplier

[“RBCversion”]

string

version of RBC

[“TRKsupplier”]

string

trackside supplier (IL, LEU etc)

[“TRKversion”]

string

version of trackside

[“trackDescription”]

string

optional description of the track

Table 2. Subset-112 Track Properties
The Subset-112 format has proved to be defined enough to store trackside data for ETCS Level 1
and Level 2 railway lines, both high-speed and conventional. The use of XML for the trackside files
makes the information easily accessible from very different technologies. It has been used in RBC
test benches to transfer the data map to external simulators (field simulators, interlocking
simulators, etc.).
It is necessary to particularize the definition of signal aspects and some conventions are also
necessary for the routes definition. The graphical representation of the Track Elements can also be
misleading, since the Topology Elements includes two kind of coordinates (graphical and kilometric
point), while the Track Elements only includes the kilometric points. The definition of crossing
through two fictitious points has also brought collateral effects in some projects, so maybe the
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inclusion of a new topological element of fourth degree could be desirable. Finally, a huge blocking
issue is the private nature of the IOP documents. The difficulty to get the right to use this
specification has certainly hindered its expansion.
The use of Subset-112 outside the UNISIG companies is not documented at all. In Spain, it is the
preferred format for the integration test in independent labs. Its potential is huge, since its definition
level is higher than any other format, but its dissemination is still very scarce.
2.2.3

RailTopoModel

RailTopoModel is a logical object model that was created by major European railway infrastructure
managers and rail supply industry to define a universal description of railway business objects.
These objects are independent in usage in layers (topology, infrastructure, signalling, etc.) and in
levels of detail. The development of RailTopoModel was covered by International Railway
Standard 30100 [4]. All objects are classified as directly or indirectly connected to the topology of
their aggregation level. In order to correctly understand RailTopoModel, we need to introduce main
objects and its dimensions. A railway network can be viewed from different levels: macro, meso,
and micro. On all of these levels, we can find functional objects to which topology, physical objects,
immaterial, and logical objects are linked. Topology consists of lines, tracks, etc. Physical objects
consist from of rails, signals, balises, etc. Speed limits, areals, etc. are a part of immaterial objects.
Signalling, interlocking, etc. belong to logical objects. Each of these functional objects is attached
to dimensions and properties, that means positioning system (geographic, schematic, intrinsic,
etc.), geometry (POI lines, maths/curves, etc.), time (creation & update, validity, etc.), and project
(stages, scenarios, phases, etc.).
IRS 30100, a present standard, complements ISO 191XX series standards, which specify
semantics and provide functionalities specifically relevant to railway systems. RailTopoModel
should be used to describe the network in various levels of detail depending on intended usage
and on data availability. The network description can be as general as corridors, it can brought to
line level, track level, down to physical components (switches, signals, balises, etc.).
RailTopoModel is based on unified modelling language (UML) and ISO 19148:2012.
RailTopoModel is based on Graph Theory. The following picture shows the way from the usual
view to the graph model:

Figure 2. Graph Theory Model of topology
RailTopoModel is based on a multilevel architecture (micro, meso, macro), aggregation principle –
this principle is used from tracks (micro level), through OPs (meso level), to sections of lines
(macro).
UML conventions are used to describe the model. Description items consist of: definition, diagram
with the current class and its attributes, description of associations, table with own attributes, class
diagram, and a list of classes derived from the current class.
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RailTopoModel can describe not only infrastructure and its fixed installations, but also moving
objects, immaterial objects and many other things by using RailML. It enables digital continuity for
infrastructure life-cycle and operation, continuity for engineering and maintenance processes,
enabling sharing operation and continuous network description, and what is most important, enable
simulation of railway systems and subsystems for automated train operation. For the purpose of
VITE project, RailTopoModel, together with RailML, ensures the testing principle “simulate as it will
operate”.
However, RailTopoModel is not a usable format per se as it is a logical object model, and thus it in
itself cannot be used as a data format as it is, unlike RailML, which can be seen as a direct use
case of RailTopoModel.

2.3

Summary

Previous section described the state of the art in terms of railway data formats, including their
strong and weak points. We explored especially RailTopoModel, RailML, and UNISIG Subset-112.
Other mentioned formats were deemed unsuitable from the start, because they do not have the
necessary attributes to be used on such a broad scale.
Subset-112 is used to describe topology of infrastructure elements and other immaterial objects
similarly to RailTopoModel, which is the basis for RailML, while Susbet-112 uses XML.
RailTopoModel, in comparison with Subset-112, appears to be more applicable for describing of
objects in detail, as is also noted in [11]. Subset-112 is used especially by companies congregated
in UNISIG and serves almost exclusively for test environment design of ETCS Level 1 and Level 2.
Concerning testing of ERTMS and its components, there is only marginal difference between using
Subset -112 or RailTopoModel. If we add more objects that may not necessarily be an integral part
of ERTMS into the testing campaign, the objects would have to be specially and singularly
described.
Generally it is unnecessary to change an already used format for data describing infrastructure and
its elements. On the basis of published information we can say that many significant railway
undertakings (e.g. BLS, SBB, DB, ÖBB) and infrastructure managers (ADIF, Infrabel, ÖBB Infra,
SBB CFF FFS, SNCF Réseau, ProRail) are partners of the RailML group and many of those who
are not partners yet are considering the use of RailML to describe railway networks as well as
other objects. It is apparent that the usage of RailML will keep increasing. If we add to these IMs
and RUs also industry suppliers of ERTMS technologies and interfaces who are RailML partners
too (e.g. Alstom, Bombardier, CAF Signalling, Siemens, Thales), it creates a considerable grouping
of developers, users, and supporters. Users and supporters also include international
organisations and IT companies (e.g. UIC, HaCon, Systra, SMA+, OLTIS Group, OpenTrack) who
take part in implementation, testing, and development of interfaces or modelling tools. They also
tend to support the increase of RailML coverage.
A very important part of testing is ensuring interoperability not only for users of ERTMS, but also in
testing itself. Links with other transport modes and other control command systems used for
example in urban public transport are ensured within the RailML partnership by companies, such
as init, KEOLIS, and Transdev.
Taking all of the above into consideration, we can state that RailML is the tool of choice to describe
a test environment, transport infrastructure, and objects related to testing for the purposes of the
VITE project..
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TRACK-TRAIN INTERACTION
Introduction

Remote testing is today considered as a key feature to handle tests without the need of lab
operators close to the device under test (DUT). The general scheme coming from Subset-026
chapter 2 (Figure 3) will help to understand all the necessary protocols of surveillance and why it is
so complex to split the lab system into small pieces capable of talking to each other from different
sites.

Figure 3. ERTMS/ETCS system and its interfaces
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In order to answer such questions, it is therefore important to evaluate the current IOP concept
promoted by UNISIG companies and also to draw attention to the pros and cons of such pieces of
technology.
3.1.1

Current remote testing principles for LABS

The main achievements made by LABS to overcome the remote testing demand and to solve, at
the same time, important issues to assume distributed tests with all devices available at different
places relies mostly on the following facts:
The current adopted remote testing architecture for LABS relies mostly on the following facts:


LAB was moved closer to the DUT (in other words, the LAB system is located in the same
room as the DUT).



FULL AUTOMATION has become reality thanks to the project called Simulation
Environment for Fast ERTMS Validation (2011-EU-60009-S) [12] which reduced all gaps
between manual lab operation (human factor) and automatic control of the tests. This
environment was made to answer most of the expectations from the industry related to
tests which were expected to be:



o

Repeatable

o

Reproducible

o

Accurate

o

Under control (with less human factors whenever it was possible)

The hardware adopted to respect device under test communication protocols is using a
unique clock as a source of timestamps and guarantee the performance expectation of the
industry (Indeed, the ETCS Interface Unit also known as EIU is in line with IOP
performance requisites).

Figure 4. LAB RACK SYSTEM developed by one of the LABS
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Therefore, taking into account the fact that LAB was settled close to the DUT, AUTOMATION is
a fact and hardware adopted answers performances expectation of the industry illustrates
the way LABS proceed TODAY to achieve remote testing principles, and is illustrated using more
particularly the USE CASE in section 3.2.2.

Figure 5. From LAB site up to REMOTE site testing and validation principles
The main major steps followed by labs to operate remote testing today are as follow:
LAB design reference scenario, automate it and use the test sequence reference file to record data
out of a remote site under test.
2 - AUTOMATION ensures the reproducibility of the reference file in the remote site (without
operator). Real DUT Data are produced out of this step.
3 - Real DUT Data are uploaded to the LAB site for analysis and validation
4 - A special DIFF tool is used to compare results. Such tool is using the emulated quantum of data
produced out of an emulated evc (reference for the lab) and produced out of real evc.
This process will be described in detail in the background section with a particular use case
achieved as an example.
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What is IOP Testing?

IOP tests are performed at interfaces that offer only normal user control and observation; IOP tests
are observed at ETCS interfaces (e.g. Man-Machine-Interface, protocol interfaces). Moreover the
main areas of interest focused on are the test process, the test environment and the test
organisation.
IOP testing is the terminology used by UNISIG in [13] but the architecture defined could be used
for any track-train testing.
The integration of trackside and train born environment is structured in three separate domains:
1) The first domain is focused on the provision and installation of trackside equipment covering
ETCS Radio Block Centre (RBC), balises and more often other non-ETCS trackside systems. The
supplier is in charge to provide tested and certified products and to care for trackside integration,
e.g. RBC-Interlocking integration.
2) The second domain covers the provision and installation of train born equipment the ETCS OnBoard Unit (OBU) and often other non-ETCS train born equipment and vehicles. The supplier is in
charge to provide tested and certified products and to care for the train born integration.
3) The third domain is the test environment itself which is responsible for connecting the other test
domains and for executing/controlling the tests. [13] (Test Control and Logging (TCL)).
In order to better understand it, we have developed in the following Background chapter a
theoretical use case based on a simple start of mission achieved by TCL with an OBU.
This theoretical use case is indeed just a small piece of what [13] promotes to achieve all
necessary automation and remote command and control principles with OBU, RBC, RIU systems.
What was achieved, at first glance was an experiment which led from theory to a first practice and
we will describe this practice in the following chapter 3.1.3
3.1.3

A real use case (experiment from the past and return on experience)

Remote testing proved to be an alternative to the placing in service procedures of CCS for Italian
High Speed Lines. After the first portion of HSL opened to commercial service in 2005 (RomaNapoli), until today the remote testing has been widely used to reduce as much as possible the
number of test on site by solving through laboratory tests the main interoperability issues between
RBC and OBU and especially between Suppliers (via tests in RFI independent laboratory).
This USE CASE will be found in the following Background chapter.
3.1.4

What about GSM-R communication principles

When looking at existing networks necessary to achieve synchronicity and to ensure that data
exchanged are transmitted with a certain quality of service, it is advisable to understand that such
quality of service is necessary to achieve track-train interaction techniques in a distributed
approach.
In [13], for example, RBS adaptor relies on a network that is realised by one of the following
communication protocols: ISDN, GSM-R, GSM (public) or TCP/IP (Internet).
Most of the presented networks presents advantages and disadvantages but the closest one which
is of importance to ensure closer on-site cases is GSM-R. More information will be found
concerning GSM-R in the following Background chapter.

3.2
3.2.1

Background
Main achievements made by labs and current situation
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Currently, LABS perform remote testing during pre-certification process or in order to reproduce
real track data (operational scenario) in the lab for design validation purpose. In the following use
case, we will show the full process adopted by one of the lab partners as an example of the main
achievements made and current situation.

Figure 6 . REMOTE TESTING USE CASE
The following points refer to Figure 6 and express the current methodology adopted:


LAB designs and automates a test sequence locally (using automation with robot, tuning/tests
with Vital Computer Debugger emulator and generates a test report that will be considered as
reference information for the LAB).



LAB runs the reference sequence remotely (local operators). This process is simple and
automation ensures the DMI actuation and radio data flow are all under control.



STAKEHOLDER SITE original logs will be propagated from a remote SATAV SERVER (e.g.
from STAKEHOLDER SITE) to a local SATAV DROPBOX (e.g. LAB SITE SFTP STORAGE).
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The remote SATAV server will also generate a VALIDATION FILE (that will not be send) used
by the stakeholder to verify data content and eventually evaluate test results.



The SATAV DATA CENTER located in LAB site get and copy the data received over the
SATAV DROPBOX and generate a VALIDATION FILE at LAB SITE (locally).



LAB will refine observables (if necessary) and reports will be sent to STAKEHOLDER.



A comparison tool compares the report generated using the local Vital Computer Debugger
(reference) and the report related to the remote real EVC (DUT data).

This use case focuses indeed on the remote EVC testing services, but it is important to understand
also that this procedure is not only applied to SS076 test sequences but it is also applied to real
track data operational scenarios.
Therefore, the process consist in producing NETWORK track information into the LAB
environment, then to design (based on real trackside information) a reference test sequence
running over a selected route and then to bind LAB with REAL trackside systems based on their
respective protocols. Most of the time, the protocols used are the ones coming from REAL RBCs
and REAL IXLs systems but most of the protocols used are unfortunately proprietary ones. This
kind of test is achieved by connecting the EVC LAB to the IXL/RBC located in the same room.
The main phases adopted in these operational scenarios are:
Start from step 2 of the use case and design track data layout and network, then follow the same
process including


Vital Computer Debugger <-> LAB TEST BENCH using a real line test reference



EVC <-> LAB TEST BENCH using a real line test reference



RBC <-> LAB TEST BENCH using a real line test reference



EVC <-> LAB TEST BENCH <-> RBC using a real line test reference

The connection between EVC and LAB TEST BENCH are achieved thanks to subset-094
principles. The connection between RBC and LAB TEST BENCH are achieved via software
implementation of the RBC proprietary protocols.
As an early conclusion, it is clear that proprietary protocols are not the most efficient way to
achieve standardisation approach, but LABS have faced the same situation in the past and
have worked on a standardisation mechanism in order to ensure such PLUG and PLAY
connectivity (for example, JRU systems were not always registering the same format
depending on the supplier under test, but thanks to Subset-027 mandatory specifications, the
outcome for labs was a common data format and a better and smoother means for certification
process).
Such tests are quite promising today as they permit to DISCOVER DESIGN ERRORS on the
field prior to achieve operational trackside tests. Indeed the Vital Computer Debugger software
allows to identify irregularities, if any, coming from the trackside layout and EUROBALISE data
and also during real radio communication process between RBC and the test bench.
The counterpart however of such LAB ENVIRONMENT is that tests rely on proprietary
protocols and therefore it is not as valuable as "Online IOP test concept" promoted by UNISIG
which standardize the test principles.
The main advantage of the VITE project will be indeed to have a common standardized
protocol adoption and it ensures that REAL EVC <-> TEST BENCH (TCL) <-> REAL RBC
architecture does not rely anymore on proprietary protocols.
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The main questions however are: "Can IOP specifications be considered as the perfect answer
for such proprietary protocols bottlenecks? Can IOP feed the gap between LAB needs, on field
trials and, most important, end-users expectation?"
3.2.2

A simple use case for IOP understandings

The third domain introduced in the UNSIG subsets [13] consist in a Test Control and Logging LAB
which is considered as a kind of orchestrator of all the communications between available ETCS
components in order to reach the system level test principles and to log the information exchanged
at system level..
The interoperability specifications breakdown can be understood as follow:

RIU
SS111-5

EVC
SS111-2

Test
Control and
Logging

RBC
SS111-3

RBS
SS111-4
Figure 7. Interoperability Specifications Breakdown
The IOP ecosystem relies on XML-RPC message format which have to be carefully orchestrated if
LAB wants to achieve under control distributed system level test. The mechanism that TCL
systems use is based on a series of command and control messages. The Figure below shows as
an example a brief overview of SS111-2 messages adopted today in [13] issue 3.6.0 to achieve
proposed test concept.
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Table 3. SS111-2 message list related to TCL-OBU and OBU-TCL communication protocol
In order to demonstrate how the mechanism works, we have chosen to present a simple use case
related to SS026 Chapter 5.4.4 - Flowchart of the Start of mission (i.e. SoM) procedure. Such
simple use case is simply looking for TCL-OBU command messages and OBU-TCL control
messages exchanged during the SoM and the scenario concerns a Level 1, Staff Responsible start
of mission using flexible train data (which requires in [13] to gather train category in order to let
TCL know which one to choose).
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Moreover, for better understanding, you can refer to B1.2.4 Train Data Input and Start of Mission
located on page 87 of [14], gently shared by UNISIG to help VITE establish such State of the Art
analysis.

Figure 8. Scenario for Train Data input and Start Of Mission procedure
Therefore, in the global picture below, every time we see RED arrow, it means we have TCL to
OBU message and whenever we have a BLUE ZONE, it means that the OBU sent a STATUS
back to TCL as a mean of CONTROL for the TCL to proceed with the test scenario.

Figure 9. GLOBAL USE CASE (A simple start of mission in Level 1 SR)
You will find in ANNEX A, at the end of this document, a more detailed description of Figure 9.
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A real use case (experiment from the past and return from experience)

RFI most relevant remote testing experience is the one related to the activities carried out in the
framework of Decision C(2012) 6939 (final) as of 04.10.2012 - concerning the granting of Union
financial aid for projects of common interest “Facilitating and speeding up ERTMS deployment” 2011-EU-60013-S - in the field of the trans-European transport networks (TEN-T) attached to this
document.
In particular with reference to WP6 ‘’ ETCS Test Campaign’’ concerning the ‘’Development of a
baseline-independent testing strategy based on off-site testing allowing a check between ERTMS
OB and ERTMS Trackside (TS), starting with 2.3.0d OB vs. 2.3.0d TS.
In this specific case the ‘real’ target machine Milano-Bologna (Ansaldo) RBC has been remotely
tested with OBU (Mermec) with the RBC placed in RFI lab in Rome (Italy) and OBU placed in
Multitel lab in Mons (Belgium).
The remote testing architecture is shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11

Figure 10 . Remote testing architecture scheme 1

Figure 11 . Remote testing architecture scheme 2
The RBC and OBU in this case are real target machines. In particular the RBC is a clone of the
real RBC used for Milano-Bologna HSL in operation. The simulation tools are COTS devices with
proprietary programs and protocols including the VPN aimed at simulating the GSM-R airgap.
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3.2.3.1 OBU (EVC)
Mermec developed the following elements:


OBU: aligned to ERTMS Baseline 2.3.0d

Multitel developed or provided the following elements
 Mermec OBU (provided)
 OBU Adaptor: called MRL, that allows to interface the Mermec OBU (developed)
 OBU Test Bench: A simulation environment for the OBU (developed).
The Multitel test bench allows to interface and control the OBU, by simulating odometry input and
by passing the lower layer of the ERTMS communication protocol stack (SS037), allowing in this
way the communication between OBU and RBC via TCP/IP.
3.2.3.2 Trackside
ASTS developed and provided the following elements:
 RBC: 3 real RBC equipments, aligned to ERTMS Baseline 2.3.0d
 RBC Adaptor: called SIML2TA, that allows to interface the RBC via TCP/IP.
 TCL Application: that allows to manage and simulate all required information for the RBC
The trackside configuration used for the tests corresponding to the Italian real High Speed Line
Milano- Bologna.
In order to validate the Interoperability test environment, a sub-set of Operational Test Cases have
been tested.
3.2.4

Underlying GSM-R problematics

GSM-R is a wireless system part of ERTMS signalling system providing a continuous connection of
ETCS On-Board and Track-side Subsystems. Since it is the main communication system for
ETCS Level 2 its performance and availability have a direct influence on the availability of the
ETCS system and then on the railway service. At the time being the functional tests of the
interoperability constituents are performed in dedicated laboratories whereas the performance
tests of the interoperability constituents and at system level are performed directly on the railway
lines.
Moreover in the last TSI [2] the packet switched mode has been introduced as an option for the
data communications in the GSM-R Network but a standard test specification is not available yet.
The interfaces for GSM-R system in Subset-094 do not foresee the simulation of any degraded
condition since Subset-076 tests are dedicated to the verification of the correct implementation of
the functionalities and not of the performance. From the ERTMS testing point of view the
introduction of the typical effects on the data caused by the interferences over the air-gap would
introduce degraded conditions that at the time being are missing in the reference test specifications
mentioned in the TSI-CCS. Moreover such kind of tests would be useful to define new QoS
(Quality of Service) requirements, or to review the ones presently in place, for GSM-R System.
Entering more in the details the EURORADIO interfaces with the ETCS On-Board and Track-side
subsystems are respectively IGSM and IFIX. In between of IGSM and IFIX interfaces there are GSM-R
and ISDN Networks. ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) is the network allowing the
connection of the RBC with the GSM-R Network whereas GSM-R Network transfers the data
received at IFIX to the Mobile Terminal of the GSM-R On-Board equipment (EDOR – ETCS Data
Only Cab Radio) through the standard GSM network architecture.
The European standard Subset-093 and the related test specification O-2475, recalled as
informative by the TSI-CCS, indicates requirements and test methods just for QoS of bearer
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services (i.e. the communications in Circuit switched mode) and they are specified “end to end”,
i.e. for the overall system without a split of requirement between On-Board and Track-side Subsystems.
In any case the installation of GSM-R Networks and their use in the real lines has shown some
criticism due to interferences from external sources. The simulation of the effects caused by such
interferences, on the data at the reception side is well suited with the scope of reducing the field
tests. At the present stage the most effective way of introducing such effects guaranteeing the
possibility of remote testing is to transfer the data via a consolidated transmission media and
protocol (e.g. Ethernet with TCP/IP protocol) simulating the different effects (e.g. jitter in the
reception of data, bit slip, bit insertion, loss of bit caused by different sources, etc.) at the reception
side with a dedicated tool to be defined. Such tool together with the simulation of the effects of the
interferences should also transfer the data according to the standard foreseen at the standard
interface.
It would be also analysed the need of simulating the interferences effects when the packet
switched mode is selected considering that, for the On-Board Sub-system, the management of the
received packets is entirely allocated at the Mobile Terminal leaving then unchanged the interface
between EDOR and ETCS On-Board Sub-system. Regarding IFIX Interface instead the requirement
specification MORANE A11T6001 rev.13.0.0 specifies a different set of messages to be used for
layer 3 (Network layer) in packet and circuit switched mode.
Hereafter Figure 12 describes the interfaces related to GSM-R System:

Figure 12 . GSM-R system interfaces
The MORANE A11T6001 rev.13.0.0 indicates also the parameters applicable for ETCS subscriber
QoS profile in packet switched mode where the Radio Link Control protocol in acknowledged mode
shall be operated (this is the protocol that guarantees the correction of erroneous packets).
At the present stage the system configured in packet switched mode is not widely applied as in
Circuit switched mode and then also the feedbacks regarding the effects of the interferences in the
railway domain are less.
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Summary

The current remote testing approach adopted today by LABS imposes to move the LAB today
closer to the DUTs (i.e. the OBU shall be in the same site as RBC, IXL and the LAB itself shall be
settled in such site to ensure the current tests are achieved in the best conditions).
In other words, skilled personnel connect to the REMOTE LAB to evaluate remotely the behaviour
of the system under test. This allows EVC stakeholders to update more often with their own skilled
staff the DUT and to reproduce the same INLAB tuned AUTOMATIC tests to ensure positive test
results in the end.
This remote lab testing concept is only useful while such stakeholders are developing their system
and it is known to be part of a pre-certification phase for such companies. As soon as the system
is mature, it is then transferred to an ACCREDITED LAB in order to pass the full certification
process examination ensured by independent assessment.
Experience show that using this methodology, we earn a lot of CERTIFICATION PROCESSING
TIME and reduce from 6 months (worst non-mature ETCS case) down to 2 weeks (most mature
ETCS case) the current execution of the 734 test sequences involved in baseline 3 tests
campaigns.
It is also important indeed to understand that to have all ETCS systems located in the same site is
not the most affordable approach for the industry and this is more particularly why they have
designed [13] to answer such needs related to distributed test based on command and control
approach.
The most important drawback with respect to the on-site tests is that besides the functional
interaction between RBC and EVC at airgap level, it is very difficult to completely emulate the
trackside environment. VITE is explicitly there to ensure that procedure is stabilized in term of
testing protocol and in general terms it could be very much effective and useful. Even more
effective it could be if the man-machine interaction during tests is performed in automatic way.
For instance for the HSL RBC – EVC integration tests on Italian HSL, RFI and the Suppliers have
mainly be able to test operational scenarios on the ERTMS level 2 line, while it has been almost
impossible to simulate the ‘real environment’ at junction level that is to say as for L2 to STM
transitions.
In the end, to have efficient test principles, data shall respect QoS during transmission and a
network that is realised by one of the following communication protocols: ISDN, GSM-R, GSM
(public) or TCP/IP (Internet) needed therefore to be deeper analysed.
Risks related to IOP and also advantages of working with VITE
VITE will use the benefit coming from BOTH of the side worlds by combining WHITE and BLACK
BOX testing approaches to provide a more satisfactory service for the end users and also for the
suppliers.
The fact that LABS master the requirements today and maintain the links with SS026 requirements
is of added value in VITE, therefore, LABS could contribute to the remote testing principles by
linking "IOP TEST STEP" with "SS076 FT.TC" so that LABS can emphasize on Black box
principles and give more incentive on the SS026 requirements.
Indeed, a recommendation to proceed if we want to ensure that IOP testing is not only focusing on
WHITE BOX approach (using protocols as described in section 3.1.1) but brings added value to
the stakeholders involved because they will also earn traceability coming from LABS experience
and avoid something like for example shunting the DMI display with IOP messages (white box
approach) but not necessarily see that an icon on the MMI was not correctly displayed because the
IOP test protocol was indeed enough to enable the needed OBU functionality (e.g. shunting the
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DMI) and the DMI could have not shown the right information for the driver (which is a kind of
SAFETY case issue). This is indeed particularly the hidden risk behind IOP and in general by the
current interoperability test system principles because even if an OBU was certified by a LAB and
as the SS076 does not necessarily covers all tests combinations, there is still an open ROOM for
example for SAFETY issues such as the DMI display for the DRIVER.

Figure 13 . White box versus Black box testing
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ETCS COMPONENTS INTEGRATION

4.1

Introduction

Once the possibility to make remote tests through a high-level interface is clearly stated in the
previous section, it is necessary to go one step beyond: Is it possible to define interfaces for the
ETCS key components?
These key components are the ETCS on-board unit, on the train, and the RBC, at trackside.
Through these key components, in absence of any other signalling system, it is possible to drive
train-track integration tests on a simulated environment.
For the ETCS on-board unit there already exists an European specification, included in the Annex
A of the Technical Specification for Interoperability for Control, Command and Signalling
Subsystem: Subset-094 “Functional requirements for an on-board reference test facility”.
However, for its trackside counterpart, the Radio Block Centre, the specifications are not so clear.
The main problem consists on the key role played by this ETCS component at trackside: it must
translate the interlocking logic to the ETCS language, adapting the national nature within the
interlocking functionality to the European flavour.
Considering the big differences between the ETCS components, we will split the following analysis
in two sections, one for each component.

4.2
4.2.1

Background
ETCS on-board unit.

As mentioned in the introduction, the advantage of this ETCS component comes from the clear
request established in section 6.2.4.1 of the CCS TSI [2]. Within this paragraph, titled “Mandatory
tests for the on-board ETCS”, it is stated that a set of mandatory test cases must be checked using
the procedures and test architecture specified in Annex A 4.2.2c.
Following the references, we finally reach the document Subset-094 “Functional requirements for
an on-board reference test facility”.
This document describes in detail (at FFFIS level) all the interfaces between a test facility and the
ETCS on-board unit. In Figure 14 and Figure 15, it is shown the Baseline 2 and Baseline 3
functional test architecture included in version 2.0.2 and version 3.0.0 of Subset-094, respectively.
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Figure 14. Baseline 2 functional test architecture

Figure 15. Baseline 3 functional test architecture
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At this stage, it is crucial to stress that this specification has been widely used for testing the
compliance of the ETCS on-board unit regarding the ETCS functionality requested on the TSI. It is
also important to add that some laboratories have gone beyond this testing scope and have used
this test architecture for evaluating the train and track integration for specific ERTMS projects.
Within this consortium, we can report successful integration of ETCS on-board units from the
companies listed in Table 4 into test facilities compliant to Subset-094.

OBU manufacturer
Alstom
Ansaldo
Bombardier
CAF Signalling
Dimetronic
Hitachi
Mermec
Siemens
Table 4. List of ETCS OBU manufacturers
4.2.2

ETCS Trackside

For the ETCS Trackside Subsystem, the situation is completely different. This Subsystem is not
concentrated on a small number of components installed in one train. The Trackside Subsystem is
distributed all along the railway line and must ensure not only the safe movements of trains but
also that the expected operation is translated properly to the ETCS language and transmitted in
due time to the train.
This means that the only pure ETCS subsystem is the on-board, since the trackside is actually a
combination of the signalling and operational principles of every project, the engineering rules to
translate these principles to specific ETCS functions and messages and the final distribution of
these messages to the trains through the different ETCS communication channels.
This entanglement is of course different depending on the country, the manufacturers and the kind
of project.
In Figure 16, the difference between on-board and trackside subsystem is shown. While the onboard ETCS components are clearly identified on the train, the trackside components are
distributed along the line and must coexist with other track elements like switches, track circuits,
axle counters, level crossings, signals, etc. Moreover, the trackside ETCS components behaviour
must be coordinated with the above mentioned track elements in order to ensure these safe
movements.
In Figure 17, an scheme of the trackside architecture is displayed, proposing a set of groups of the
different elements, classifying them depending on its function and vicinity to the train.
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Figure 16 . ETCS Trackside and on-board subsystem

Figure 17 . Trackside scheme
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Finally, in Figure 18, a trackside block diagram is shown. In this diagram, a hierarchy is
established, ranging from the field elements installed on the track to the top-level elements
controlling the trains operation.

Figure 18. Trackside block diagram
Although a lot of peculiarities can be observed at the mid and high level layer of the trackside
Control Command and Signalling subsystem depending on the country and/or project, as long as
we remain close to the track, the similarities grow.
Moreover, the interface of the signalling field elements with the interlocking remains simple, while
the interfaces upstream (RBC, CTC, etc) are usually affected by safety communications strategies,
falling into the proprietary category and hence, subject to intellectual property clauses. These
circumstances stand in the way of standardizing the interfaces with the main ETCS trackside
component: the Radio Block Centre.
Keeping that in mind, it is time to get back to the original question of this section: is it possible to
define interfaces for the trackside ETCS component (RBC)?
Although there have been attempts (INESS project) to define the key interfaces of the RBC, they
are still too many and there is not yet a consolidated and homogeneous view of the final
architecture. However, if the trackside components (ETCS or not) are grouped taking into account
the previous considerations, it is possible to define a testing architecture like in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Trackside Test Architecture
In Figure 19, the block under test is identified with the blue frame. It includes an industrial RBC and
industrial/simulated interlocking with their corresponding control panels. It might also include some
communication device to connect to the GSM-R network and adjacent RBCs. With this
architecture, the interfaces are reduced to only three, where interface number 2 and 3 are
described in existing specifications. Therefore, the only undefined interface is number 1, with the
field elements, but, as explained before, the information in this channel remains simple and can be
easily customized for the different projects.
This approach has been successfully used by some members of this consortium. Moreover,
combining this trackside test architecture with the on-board test architecture described in the
previous section, it has been possible to perform local crossed tests in laboratory, which has
proved to be extremely useful to accelerate placing in service process.

RBC manufacturer
Alstom
Bombardier
Invensys/Siemens
Thales
Table 5 . List of RBC manufacturers
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In Table 5, it is shown the list of RBC manufacturers successfully integrated in independent
laboratories following the architecture described in Figure 19.

4.3

Summary

Although in previous section we have introduced specific architectures for testing the ETCS
components, both on-board and trackside, we have not explained their advantages or drawbacks
compared to other existing solutions. The main reason is the privacy of these other solutions, since
they are exclusively used internally by the ETCS manufacturers or, in some countries, they are
supplied to the infrastructure managers under restricted conditions. In this regard, any comparison
between test architectures will be very limited and the only conclusions we can extract are easily
derived from this very opposite nature of both approaches.
So by one side, the main advantage of the “open” test architecture relies on the fact that it can be
used in independent test environments and, hence, with independent test results, what it is an
interesting factor for projects with different suppliers on-board and trackside. By the other side, the
automation possibilities in such environments are limited, what in the end reduces the testing
performance in such a test architecture.
Finally, it is important to emphasize that both approaches, open (or public) and private, do not
need to be mutually exclusive. The ETCS market is evolving so fast than the use of clear and
public interfaces for integration test could actually be profitable for every partner involved in such a
process.
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GSM-R COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
Introduction

GSM-R system is one of the communication means foreseen by ERTMS signalling system for
exchanging information from track to train and vice versa.
The “information” exchanged through GSM-R system are related to both Data and Voice
Communication services.
Regarding Data services GSM-R is the main communication channel for ETCS Level 2
applications but it is also used in ETCS Level 1 as Radio Infill.
As introduced above the use of GSM-R system is also dedicated to Voice Communication for
which different Railway services like Emergency Call and Voice Group Call have been defined.
In this project the attention will be focused only on the Data communications since they are the
only ones affecting the ETCS system performance.
The main advantage introduced by GSM-R in comparison with other systems like Eurobalise is the
continuous communication channel offered. It allows a communication between ETCS Track-side
and On-Board Subsystems in any place along the line increasing in this way the availability of the
railway service and its overall performance.
It is important to point out that GSM-R is not a safety related system. The safety target are then
allocated to the ETCS system through the application of the EURORADIO protocol. Nevertheless
in order to guarantee a regular Railway service, GSM-R System has to deliver an adequate level of
availability of data transmission.
The Communication Channel of GSM-R System is based on the commercial GSM (Global System
for Mobile communication) extended in terms of frequencies with the so called UIC band (876-880
MHz for up-link and 921-925 MHz for down-link) or, optionally, by the Extended-UIC Band (873880 MHz for up-link and 918-925 MHz for down-link) as indicated in the following Figure 20.

Figure 20 . GSM-R Frequency Bands
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Since the beginning GSM-R has been based on a transparent asynchronous circuit switched
communication service with three possible data rate 2400 bps, 4800 bps and 9600 bps.
In the last Technical Specifications for Interoperability for Control-Command and Signalling system
[2] it has been introduced as optional the possibility to implement a Packet switched mode
communication channel based on GPRS/eGPRS (enhanced General Packet Radio Service).
EIRENE STS v 16.0.0 assigns to Data Communications for ETCS applications a high priority
through the supplementary service (Mandatory for Interoperability –MI) eMLPP (enhanced MultiLevel Precedence and Pre-emption). The level assigned to Data Communications for ETCS
applications is equal to 1 on a scale where 0 is the maximum (allocated to Railway Emergency
Call) and the minimum is 4.
The experience acquired in the last years of use of GSM-R Networks in ETCS Level 2 lines has
shown a vulnerability of the GSM-R communication channel, in particular at Um interface (the
interface over the air gap between Mobile Terminal and BTS- Base Transceiver Station), due to the
coexistence in the same location of other transmission systems like Mobile Networks of Public
Operators. Such interferences cause errors in the received data and then a lower Quality of
Service of GSM-R Network compared to the needs of ETCS Level 2 applications. The mitigation of
the interferences can be done at different levels as suggested by the studies. In particular,
coordination among Railways and Public Operators for the frequencies allocation and a strong
filtering system at EDOR side are the most effective mitigations identified at the time being.
Field tests to evaluate the integration train-track are expensive because they require to acquire a
statistical confidence (QoS parameters are statistical parameters). It would be, instead, useful to
introduce the effects of the interferences on the data received On-Board in order to evaluate the
overall performance of ETCS Subsystem in such conditions. It seems, instead more difficult to
replicated the same approach to GSM-R Network where the tuning is done once the physical
installation is completed because strictly dependent on it.
From the laboratory tests it is expected to improve the knowledge of the relationship existing
between GSM-R QoS parameters and ETCS system availability.

5.2

Background

After the view at high level provided in the introduction, a deeper analysis of the known
interferences in the air gap affecting the overall Quality of Service of GSM-R Data communications
shall be introduced.
The main studies presently available on this topic are included in the bibliography [15], [16], [17],
[18], [19] and [20].
Among the references, [19] is the one summarizing the results of previous ECC reports providing
also practical guidelines to manage the coexistence of different Wireless Networks.
From [19] two main effects are indicated as affecting the GSM-R Channel, they are described as:
1.

Blocking: Blocking is a phenomenon that can be caused by either insufficient selectivity (filter
discrimination), saturation of the front-end (LNA and/or mixer) or reciprocal mixing (with local
oscillator phase noise). Blocking capabilities of a receiver (sometimes also called
desensitisation of a receiver) is defined in most harmonised European standards (including
those for GSM/GSM-R) as a measure of the capability of the receiver to receive a wanted
modulated signal without exceeding a given degradation due to the presence of an unwanted
input signal at any frequencies other than those of the spurious responses in adjacent
channels or bands. The relevant standards define a measurement test suite for the blocking
capability measurements of a receiver together with the relevant definition of the unwanted
signal(s) and precise frequencies at which measurements should be conducted. For a given
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received power from the wanted signal, the blocking level is defined as the maximum
emission level that can be accepted by the receiver from an off-channel unwanted signal
without preventing the processing of this wanted signal
Receiver intermodulation: The unwanted intermodulation phenomenon comes from the nonlinearity of the amplifier in the receiving chain and is generated when two (or more) signals
are present in a non-linear circuit. Two signals of frequencies 2f1 - f2 and 2f2 - f1 may
appear in the receiver: these are 3rd order intermodulation products. The receiver, listening
to a channel whose frequency is f0, is interfered by intermodulation products when the
following conditions are met: f0 = 2f1 - f2 or f0 = 2f2 - f1 the strength of the signals f1 and f2
is above a given threshold the IM (intermodulation) described above is third order IM (IM3); it
is usually accompanied by a combination of different IM, such as fifth, seventh, etc...It has to
be noted that, for modulated signals, the bandwidth of the IM products are multiplied by a
factor equal to the IM product order. For narrowband (GSM) signals, it has been shown that
the bandwidth of the IM3 products is 600 kHz. For wideband (UMTS, LTE) signals, it has
been shown that a GSM receiver perceives the wideband signal as multiple 200 kHz signals.
Therefore each single IM3 product has a 600 kHz bandwidth. In that case, multiple IM3
products may fall within the GSM-R band.

Measurement campaigns performed shown that basic GSM-R receivers without filtering systems
are affected by intermodulation products generated from a wideband signal such as UMTS/LTE,
narrowband signals such as GSM, or a combination of wideband and narrowband signals.
Wideband signals can impact the whole GSM-R downlink frequency range. UMTS, LTE/5MHz and
LTE/10MHz have similar interference potential.
In order to sustainably mitigate interferences due to blocking and intermodulation, the standard for
GSM-R radios has been improved with respect to the receiver characteristics defined in ETSI TS
102 933-1 v2.1.1. GSM-R radios compliant with this new specification are robust against MFCN
(Mobile/Fixed Communications Networks) emissions in the E-GSM band.
Field tests carried out in the UK clearly showed the improvements achieved by the radio module
vendors. They result from the use of a built-in filter function which prevents the creation of IM3
products inside the GSM-R RF-frontend and the improvement of the linearity of the receiver chain.
In Italy the interferences have been contrasted by applying filtering systems both on Data and
Voice Mobile Terminal On-Board and by increasing the power level of the BTS. The filtering
system applied on the EDOR are limited to the UIC band with the scope of reducing also the
intermodulation caused by the presence of multiple GSM-R MT on the same Cab. It has been
estimated that, considering the propagation of the GSM-R signal in free air, a minimum distance of
8 meters between the antennas is necessary to avoid In-band interferences.
Spanish experience shows that up to now some incidences have been recorded, but in the near
future the situation could become worse as more and more ETCS Level 2 km in operation are
foreseen. In Europe several cases have been reported, causing operational and even safety
issues.
The Three main categories of coexistence issues have been identified and confirm the results
summarized in ECC, CEPT and UIC Reports:
1.
2.
3.

Intermodulation products are self-generated by the GSM-R receiver itself in its reception
band in presence of two or more mobile networks signals in the adjacent band.
Blocking is a coexistence phenomenon that can be caused by either insufficient selectivity of
the GSM-R receiver or saturation due to the GSM signal.
Out of Band emissions from radio services in the adjacent frequency band falling into the
native receive band of the GSM-R receiver can also cause a degradation of the
communication service.
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Mitigation measures applied in Spain involved in a coordinated way all the actors. Some mitigation
measures identified are:
1.

Radio spectrum coordination: involves radio frequency allocation and Protection/Limitation of
emitted power in the licences to GSM operators in areas closed to railway networks

2.

Installation of filters in commercial BTS closed to railway networks

3.

Increasing of GSM-R emitted power

4.

Installation of filters in GSM-R BTS in some specific cases

5.

Increase robustness of GSM-R receivers

Related the last point that involve GSM-R receivers, new requirements for receivers have been
included in last Control, Command and Signalling TSI. This will only apply to new, updated or
upgraded on board subsystems, as every change of requirement in a new version of a TSI shall
ensure compatibility with subsystems already placed in service in accordance with former TSI
versions.
For old receivers already in operation not fulfilling these requirements external band filters can be
installed in the on-board equipment. The solution of external filters has been adopted in some
countries and it is nowadays been under study in Spain.
In Spain tests with external band filters have been performed in different train classes and different
lines. The results of these tests can be summarized as follows:




The emission of public mobile telecommunications networks in the vicinity of the UIC band in
some cases, affects the reception of trains despite the introduction of filters.
The use of filters reduces the effects of emissions from systems of public mobile
telecommunications networks, although it should be noted that the current effectiveness of
these tests must be checked by further testing. Test campaigns have not been finished.
In some cases the public mobile telecommunications networks emit within the band assigned
to the GSM-R and despite the introduction of bandpass filters it is not possible to eliminate
the signals coming from these networks.

The overall conclusion of the study started in Spain is that there are solutions to achieve
coexistence between GSM-R networks and public mobile telecommunications networks, but
necessarily must go through actions coordinated between all the actors involved.
In terms of Operational impact of GSM-R interferences with Public Network Operators two
different scenarios con be differentiated:



GSM-R voice: the impact of a failure in GSM-R voice communication can lead to a safety risk.
This happens in case no communication is possible between the driver and the traffic
Controller.
GSM-R data: When running under supervision of ETCS Level 2 GSM-R communication must
be continuous. Interferences problems can lead to different situations depending the
operational scenario:
o Start of mission: In case GSM-R communication is not possible during the Start of
Mission procedure the train is not able to start a mission, the consequence is that it
could not run under the supervision of ETCS. If interferences are detected for example
in a station and no mitigation measures are implemented then it will affect to the
complete fleet starting mission in that station. This could jeopardize the development of
ETCS Level 2.
o During operation: In case GSM-R communication problems affect a train already
running in ETCS Level 2 the usual effect is that data call is dropped causing a
T_NVCONTACT reaction in the on-board equipment. Usually T_NVCONTACT reaction
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is service brake and shortening MA at standstill. If the communication is not recovered
the driver has to make an Override and carries on in Staff Responsible Mode. The
reaction to the failure is a safe reaction, because the train is stopped, but after that the
train carries on in Staff Responsible mode, under the responsibility of the driver, which
implies a reduction in the operational safety level. It is very important to take into
account that the issue is not only an availability problem, because availability is closely
related to safety.
It is then possible to say that GSM-R interferences problems have a direct impact in safety.
Regarding the impact of GSM-R low QoS on the ETCS Level 2 Operation a paper has been
published [21]. In this Paper has been deepen the effectiveness of Subset-093 QoS parameters,
explaining that such statistic parameters do not guarantee the same level of availability for ETCS
Level 2 applications in presence of different kind of error distribution on GSM-R data. From the
analysis of this paper it is clear as a simulation of GSM-R error on data can improve the knowledge
regarding the effectiveness of Subset-093 parameters in terms of availability of ETCS Level 2
applications.
It has been demonstrated that also the configuration of the Network is a key point to reach the
needed GSM-R QoS since frequent hand-overs, caused by an incorrect tuning of the BTSs, as an
effect on data reception similar to interferences.
Test activities are presently concentrated at the verification of the correct implementation of the
Network and of the EDOR. Tests and related tools are mainly dedicated at the verification of the
requirements of Subset-093 rev. 2.3.0 in accordance with the Test specification O-2475 rev 3.0.
These tests allow to check the QoS parameters at system level (the requirements at the moment
are not split between Network and EDOR, an European Group involving GSM-R equipment
Manufacturers is presently working at a review of Subset-093 with the objective of making an
apportionment of the requirements between EDOR and Network) but it is not easy to verify the
impact of the obtained results on the ETCS system performance. Moreover the QoS tests need to
be performed on the real lines in order to check the correct design and tuning of the Network.
In different Countries (e.g. Spain) tools able to correlate GSM-R interferences and ETCS errors are
used. These tools are really useful for bug fixing and for investigation of critical situation due to
interferences external to GSM-R but in some cases the aleatory nature of the interferences can
make difficult the analysis. In any case the results obtained with these tools with Field tests could
be the basis for the definition of the test cases to be defined for laboratory tests on ETCS
equipment.
On the other hand the ETCS tests (limited to On-Board Sub-system since a standard test
specification for Track-Side Sub-system at the moment is not available) do not consider the GSMR data corruption caused by the interferences or by an incorrect tuning of the Network.
The introduction of the effects of the interferences on the ETCS data flow in the ETCS On-Board
Sub-system tests has to be considered as a very important added value able to guarantee the
verification of the worst cases with the highest test repeatability guaranteed by laboratory tests.
In order to make the tests effective one or more dedicated test campaigns should be performed
with the objective of finding a set of error distributions representing the worst cases for ETCS Data
applications. As mentioned above also the already obtained results with dedicated tools can be a
solid basis for this analysis.
The most effective way of introducing the simulation of the GSM-R is to introduce errors on the
data received. This approach is more effective, even if less realistic, than inserting typical
interferences over the air-gap because guarantees the complete awareness of the errors injected
and the highest possible test repeatability.
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The errors on data should be introduced in a deterministic way and not with a pure random
distribution based on QoS parameters in order to have the maximum test repeatability. These tests
should represent the worst cases.
This approach will be an effective way to evaluate both the effects of interferences on GSM-R
communication channel on ETCS applications and the effectiveness of Subset-093 requirements
to guarantee an adequate GSM-R QoS for ETCS applications.

5.3

Summary

In the chapters above the problems of GSM-R communication channels have been identified. In
particular blocking and receiver intermodulation are identified in the state of the art as the main
causes of degrade of GSM-R QoS.
System tests presently carried out in accordance with UIC O-2475 are focused on the verification
of the correct implementation of GSM-R Network and EDOR but not at the evaluation of the final
effects on ETCS Level 2 applications availability.
In this scenario the introduction of a simulation of the corruption of the data received On-Board,
according to the worst cases in terms of error patterns, can be an effective way to evaluate the
effects of interferences on GSM-R communication channel on ETCS applications and the
effectiveness of Subset-093 requirements to guarantee an adequate GSM-R QoS for ETCS
applications.
The challenge at this stage is the identification of the worst cases and the definition of the
adequate tools to introduce such data corruptions. An analysis of the already available data
coming from previous tests campaigns combined with new specific test campaigns can be the right
way to perform this evaluation.
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ANNEX A

In order to better understand the GLOBAL USE CASE workflow, we have decomposed it and
described it as a series of STEPS for better understandings.

(1) The OBU Adaptor sends a message DMI.driverDesisionRequest informing the TCL that the
EVC is waiting for a Driver ID.

(2) The TCL sends a driver ID to the OBU adaptor using the message DMI.setDriverIdStart. Then,
the TCL sends additional actions like setting a VBC, entering a train running number, etc... When
all those actions are sent, the message DMI.setDriverIdReady is sent to signal to OBU Adaptor
that all needed information to start a mission has been received.
(3) The TCL sends a DMI.beginStartOfMission message to the OBU Adaptor that will provide all
needed information to start a mission to the EVC.

(4) In consequence, the Start of Mission procedure of the EVC will progress to state S2 as a valid
driver ID has been entered.
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(5) The OBU Adaptor sends a DMI.driverDesisionRequest message informing the TCL that the
EVC is waiting for a level entry.
(6) The TCL replies with a DMI.levelRequest message that contains level and, if level is higher
than 1, RBC information.

(7) The OBU Adaptor sends a DMI.driverDesisionRequest message informing the TCL that the
EVC is waiting for a driver selection.

(8) The TCL sends a DMI.getTrainCategory message to request the OBU Adaptor to provide the
available train categories.
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(9) The OBU Adaptor replies with a DMI.setTrainCategory message with the EVC available train
categories.
(10) The TCL sends a DMI.setFlexibleTrainData message with all the train data information to the
OBU Adaptor.

(11) The OBU Adaptor sends a DMI.driverDesisionRequest message informing the TCL that the
EVC is waiting for a train running number entry.

(12) The TCL replies with a DMI.setTrainRunningNumber message that provides to the OBU
Adaptor the train running number.
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(13) The OBU Adaptor sends a DMI.driverDesisionRequest message informing the TCL that the
EVC is waiting for a Start.
(14) The TCL replies with a DMI.driverInput message telling to the OBU Adaptor that the start
button has been pressed.

(15) The OBU Adaptor sends a DMI.driverDesisionRequest message informing the TCL that the
EVC is waiting for a Staff Responsible Acknowledgement.
(16) The TCL replies with a DMI.driverInput message telling to the OBU Adaptor that the SR mode
has been acknowledged.

(17) Once in Staff Responsible mode, the OBU Adaptor sends a DMI.status2 message containing
information about the current EVC level and mode.
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